New Items - August 2019
Non-Fiction:
The nocturnal brain : nightmares,
neuroscience, and the secret world of sleep
by Guy Leschziner
A clinical neurologist and global authority on narcolepsy presents a tour
of the sleeping human brain, sharing remarkable patient stories that
demonstrate the neuroscience behind what happens in different mind
states.

Between the world and me
by Ta-Nehisi Coates
Told through the author's own evolving understanding of the subject
over the course of his life comes a bold and personal investigation into
America's racial history and its contemporary echoes.

Working toward whiteness : how America's
immigrants became white : the strange journey
from Ellis Island to the suburbs
by David R Roediger
Book Annotation

A world lit only by fire : the medieval mind and

the Renaissance-portrait of an age
by William Manchester
Chronicles the collapse of the Dark Ages and the achievements of
thought and imagination that constituted the Renaissance, profiling the
age's leading figures and noting key events and accomplishments

The history of white people
by Nell Irvin Painter
Traces the invention of the idea of a white race, showing how the
origins of the American identity in the 18th century were tied to the
elevation of white skin as the embodiment of beauty, power and
intelligence and how even intellectuals insisted that only Anglo Saxons
were truly American. Reprint. A best-selling book and BOMC2 selection.
13,000 first printing.

Flights
by Olga Tokarczuk
A meditative collection from Poland explores themes of travel,
movement and existentialism in stories that feature protagonists who
question their shifting perspectives in time and space as they tackle
extreme agendas.

This land is our land : an immigrant's manifesto
by Suketu Mehta
The award-winning author of Maximum City draws on firsthand
experiences and years of reporting to outline timely reasons for why
the United States and the West would benefit from accepting more
immigrants

If You Meet the Buddha on the Road, Kill Him! :
The Pilgrimage of Psychotherapy Patients
by Sheldon Kopp
Book Annotation

Hook, loop & lock : create fun and easy locker
hooked projects
by Theresa Pulido
Book Annotation

C Street : the fundamentalist threat to
American democracy
by Jeff Sharlet
Argues that the Christian fundamentalist group known as "The Family" is
leading a new crusade for a "God-led government" and how they fuel
and fund political fundamentalism within the American government

Range : why generalists triumph in a
specialized world
by David J. Epstein
The Sports Illustrated senior writer and author of the best-selling The
Sports Gene shares counterintuitive advice on the most effective path
to success in any domain while revealing the essential contributions of
generalist, not specialist, team members

The last lion, Winston Spencer Churchill :
Visions of Glory, 1874-1932
by William Manchester
Details the life and times of one of the world's most powerful leaders

The outlaw ocean : journeys across the last
untamed frontier
by Ian Urbina
A Pulitzer Prize-winning New York Times investigative reporter profiles
the rampant criminal and exploitative activities of the world’s
unmonitored ocean regions, uncovering a vast global network of
industry corruption, piracy and trafficking. Illustrations.

Yellow house
by Sarah M. Broom
Describes the author’s upbringing in a New Orleans East shotgun house
as the unruly 13th child of a widowed mother, tracing a century of
family history and the impact of class, race and Hurricane Katrina on
her sense of identity.

Confederates in the attic : dispatches from the
unfinished Civil War
by Tony Horwitz
A Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist leads readers on a high-spirited,
revealing journey through the Old South, tangling with the forces of
white rage, rebel grit, and regional pride in places where the Civil War
is more than a memory. Reprint. 75,000 first printing. Tour.

This book is overdue! : how librarians and
cybrarians can save us all
by Marilyn Johnson
In a celebration of libraries and the dedicated people who staff them,
the author argues that librarians are more important than ever, in a
book that follows cybrarians, a new breed of visionary professionals
who use the web to link people and information. By the author of The
Dead Beat. Reprint. 25,000 first printing.

Spying on the South : an odyssey across the
American divide
by Tony Horwitz
The Pulitzer Prize-winning New Yorker writer and best-selling author of
Confederates in the Attic retraces Frederick Law Olmstead's epic
journey across the pre-Civil War American South in search of common
ground in today's dangerously divided nation
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